
 

Macadamia industry, government collaboration needed to
secure competitive advantage

South Africa's macadamia industry is the largest producer globally, but its competitive advantage could be under threat due
to a lack of collaboration with government.

“For the long term, as an industry, we are not leveraging our reputation and premium supplier status in the global
macadamia market as strategically as possible," says Mark Hassenkamp, director at Red Sun Hortitech. "In recent years
we have ridden a wave of insatiable demand. Global macadamia supply continues to increase rapidly and opportunity for
growth in this industry still remains favourable. However, the type of demand will mature into new markets and more
enlightened consumer needs. We are, unfortunately, not thinking with a mindset for where growth potential lies to meet this
new demand. Our biggest future challenge is market access.”

Proactive industry body and government collaboration is integral to ensure the standard is set for our industry’s future, says
Hassenkamp. Together with leading quality assurance and compliance standards, Australia leads the way in its beneficial
bilateral trade and import tariff agreements with key territories around the world. We need to follow suit to remain in top spot
too, he continues. The last few years have been profitable for all involved in the macadamia industry. A large part of South
Africa’s focus being on the Chinese market (estimate is that roughly half our crop lands there). With China’s projected
growth in their domestic crop, alongside a doubling of global supply in the next ten years, market access is more important
than ever.

Plant-based eating

“We’re driving into a surprisingly strong and growing trend of plant-based eating. Society is adjusting to sustainability,
affordability and health awareness: and it’s here to stay. With an ongoing advancement in food demand, our future
opportunities exist with informed, educated buyers, retailers and consumers, who have discretionary spending capability.
To protect and grow our industry we have to behave as a premium producer. This includes meeting food safety, quality
assurance, sustainability and traceability standards through the value chain: from propagation of plants through to export of
nut,” continues Hassenkamp.
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Including productivity, traceability, consistency and reliability at each stage of the macadamia value chain in South Africa
is imperative, he says. Any future risk of a customer product recall is devastating: a reliable, safe nut source in a
competitive market is everything. Implicit in not getting it right is that the reputation of South Africa’s macadamias could fall
foul into those of less developed markets that offer poorer quality product at present.

“Discussion around food consumption trends alongside continued population growth remains at the forefront. The
macadamia market’s customers are going to ask more and more questions around where their food comes from. They are
strong lobbyists, and also our greatest critics. Being prepared, in the face of exponential growth in crop supply, means
thinking about how the landscape looks in years to come. To achieve this we need to collaborate as an industry together
with government,” concludes Hassenkamp.
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